Women, Land & Legacy Local Team Agreement

Name of local team:

Contact team member and information:

WLL Mission

Listening to women to connect them with resources for making informed decisions for their land and communities.

We ask local teams to adopt this mission and use in promotion of local events as appropriate.

WLL Goals

We work to meet our mission through the following goals:

- For women to inform agencies and organizations of their needs and what the agencies and organizations can do to help meet those needs.
- To develop a local network of agricultural women who will decide what programs, project and information they need to assist them in their farming and conservation decision making.

We ask local teams to adopt these goals in promotion of local events as appropriate.

WLL Language

WLL is a unique USDA state-wide program providing locally-led education and outreach and networking opportunities for women landowners, farmers and other women managing land and food and agricultural businesses in Iowa.

We ask local teams to use this language in promotion of local events as appropriate.
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Role of the WLL Coordinator

The WLL Coordinator will:

- support counties while developing new teams, providing the development guide and giving other guidance as needed;
- will schedule and complete a planning meeting with the local team;
- assist the team in planning the Listening Session. Coordinator will facilitate this event;
- provide guidance for learning sessions;
- promote events through Facebook, website, newsletter and weekly team e-mails;
- connect teams through weekly e-mail, social media, website, newsletter;
- facilitate Toolbox sessions as needed;
- offer ongoing support;
- and report to the WLL State Team on local team success and news.

Role of the WLL Local Team

The WLL Local Team will:

- assemble a strong local team, made up of agency and non-agency representatives;
- work with the WLL state coordinator to schedule a planning meeting;
- schedule and coordinate the logistics of the Listening Session, as well as provide the opening and closing remarks during the event;
- plan and provide a minimum of one Learning Session per year to local women. It is recommended to not plan more than four events a year;
- and provide the WLL state coordinator with regular updates on events and other news relevant to local WLL activities and decisions.

Policies

Please review the policies section of the WLL development guide.

WLL Logo

If you use a WLL logo in your event promotion, please use the state-wide WLL logo or the personalized logo the WLL Coordinator provides to you.

Signature of Local Team member(s):

Signature of WLL Coordinator: